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Writing Assignment  #1 

 Today, we are going to first turn in our signed syllabi, driving contracts and ad stuff. Then you are 

going to take the AP style quiz in partners. Here are the partners (if there’s a / between your names, you’re 

partners): 

Miles/Corey, Zoe/Cam,  Kit/Maisy, Jessica/Emma, Sloan/Drew, Justin/ Maddie, Cobian/Malindi, 

Jake/Annie, Josh R./Katie , Will/ Josh S., Bennett/Adam/Nicole 

Once you’re done, bring it up to me to check your answers. Let’s try for 100% people! Also, please help the 

person you are paired with understand what these things on the quiz mean and why they’re imporrtant. Don’t 

just try to be the first one done. 

 Next, it is your job to write an interesting human interest feature piece on your partner in 300 

words or less (there is some feature information on my webpage for you to read). These can also be 

called profile or personality features. This should feature some aspect of their personage, not just their entire 

life history in 300 words. You want to focus on a smaller part of their existence. You also want to set the 

scene, really placing your reader in the moment. Features are less structured than news and other more 

formulaic journalistic writing (which we will get to later). They allow you to be a bit more creative. There 

does, however, need to be a clear beginning, middle and end. This is good practice for when we write other 

human interest pieces. Zak Witus once wrote a really interesting human feature piece about Ernie, as in Ernie 

from Ernie’s, that sandwich place in Ferndale. He humanized a store owner and really brought his visions on 

sandwich making to life. As much as it was about Ernie’s, the sandwich shop, it was so much more about 

Ernie, the man.  

 The personality feature is a more specialized type of human interest feature.  People are curious about 

other people; it’s human nature.  So a personality feature, if you remember to get and use the information 

people expect to find in a personality feature, should be one of the most enjoyable features you write.  After 

all, you can use your job to satisfy not only your readers’ curiosity about your subject, but your own!   

 A good writer can capture a character much better in print than a great artist can capture him on 

canvas.  The writer can depict the subject from every conceivable angle, in every type of action, and catch the 

subtle characteristics that make the subject a unique human being.    

 Remember, you will need to find an angle and interview your partner—really get to know them. Show 

me what you can do! This will be due Thursday, September 4th by the end of the hour. There is a folder 

on the N Drive already for you. I’m thinking we will do the Scavenger Hunt on Friday, so you won’t be in 

here bugging me on my birthday . 

 

ALSO, THERE IS A GOOGLE DOC SET UP ON MY WEBPAGE THAT IF OPENED, WILL HAVE 

SPACE FOR YOU TO WRITE YOUR NAME, BIRTHDAY, CELL PHONE, ETC.  

 


